PRESS RELEASE

Parle Agro signs on Superstar Salman Khan as the new face of Appy Fizz
- Salman to feature in the newest #FeelTheFizz campaign- Aims to make the Fruit plus Fizz category Rs. 4,000 Crore MUMBAI, 15 March 2018: Parle Agro, the largest Indian beverage company, today announced Bollywood
superstar Salman Khan as the new face of its brand Appy Fizz as it aims to fuel levels of growth far higher
than category averages. With the on-set of summer across India, Salman will feature in the new
#FeelTheFizz campaign for Appy Fizz, India’s first sparkling fruit juice drink.
Salman’s stylish, macho and magnetic attitude is a seamless fit for Appy Fizz’s bold and edgy persona and
shall help drive far reaching impact and recall for the brand.
Since its launch in 2005, the Rs. 650 crore brand has been a market leader in the category of fruit + fizz
drinks. Associating with Salman Khan is a part of Appy Fizz’s strategic large scale marketing investments,
aiming to further strengthen the brands connect with millions of consumers across India. The brand’s
recent association with Bigg Boss season 11 met with huge success, when Parle Agro unveiled a special
edition Appy Fizz PET bottle along with the show, giving fans an exclusive chance to meet their hero.
Commenting on the announcement, Nadia Chauhan, Joint MD and CMO, Parle Agro said, “Appy Fizz has
established a strong foothold in the market over the years and with this collaboration, we want to further
build the brand through aggressive marketing initiatives. Salman Khan’s magnetic personality seamlessly
reflects the brand’s identity, and with his popularity along with the power of Appy Fizz, we aim to make
this brand a household name.”
Speaking about this collaboration, Salman Khan said, ‘’I am delighted to come on board as the brand
ambassador for Appy Fizz. With the exciting new campaign, I am positive the fans and the brand’s
consumers will Feel the Fizz!”
Salman Khan is the newest addition to the existing list of A-listers as the face of a Parle Agro brand with
Alia Bhatt as the brand ambassador for Frooti and its variants and Tollywood superstar Allu Arjun for
Frooti in South India.
The Bollywood superstar will feature in an exciting new Appy Fizz TVC supported by a multi-media
campaign which will be rolled out this summer.
About Parle Agro:
Parle Agro Pvt. Ltd. is the largest Indian beverage company with brands like Frooti, Appy, Frooti Fizz, Appy
Fizz, Bailley, Frio, Dhishoom and Café Cuba which cater to the mass market. Today, it is a 4000 Cr
organization and operates under three business verticals: Beverages, Packaged Drinking Water and PET
Preforms. Each of these verticals operate as independent entities. Over the last few years, Parle Agro
grown its infrastructure to 76 manufacturing facilities both in India and overseas, and have developed a
widespread network of more than 5000 channel partners that cater to more than 14lakh outlets in the

country. Being the leaders in the beverage industry with iconic brands, Parle Agro believes in
innovating products and creating new categories. An understanding of the Indian consumer and
innovative business practices has led it to establish trends that have changed industry outlook and
approach.
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